
 
 
Jeff, 
 

Memories of the TYCA Inaugural Gala 
 
 
 In 1996, I was chair of TYCA Southwest. (See the attachment “Endings and 
Beginnings,” which was published in the regional newsletter.) As chair of my region, I 
attended National TYCA EC meetings and got a reputation with Lynn Troyka for liking 
to plan social events, so she asked me to chair a committee to plan and host a celebration 
of the birth of TYCA in 1997 at CCCC in Phoenix. Her publisher, Prentice Hall/Simon & 
Schuster, pledged up to $7,000 to fund the event that we called the “TYCA Inaugural 
Gala.” This party was TYCA’s emergence at CCCC; it was TYCA’s introduction to 
higher education at NCTE, so we wanted the gala to be grand and memorable. Most 
important, I wanted every one to learn our name, so I ordered through the caterer at the 
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza huge letters of “TYCA” carved in ice at a cost of $600.00. 
That’s $150.00 per letter for something temporal, beautiful, and unforgettable. And I read 
a revision of Robert Frost’s poem “Fire and Ice,” which began, “Some say TYCA was 
born in fire, / Some say in ice” to tell the story of the birth of National TYCA of NCTE.  
 
 In this packet, you will find my memo to Dr. Allie about coordinating the gala. To 
promote the gala, we mailed 4,000 personal invitations, and advertised through regional 
newsletters, publishers’ representatives and conference fliers. We planned a program that 
featured the seven regions, which gave away door prizes to promote their geographical 
distinctions; that provided hospitality through formally-dressed, smiling TYCA greeters, 
women in gowns and jewelry and men in black ties and tuxedos; that dazzled with mood 
lighting, votive candles, hotel linens, reflecting mirrors, and spotlights on the TYCA ice 
sculpture and a symbolic bird, also carved in ice; that refreshed with Viennese desserts 
and flavored coffees; and that filled the two and one-half hours with happy conversations, 
background music on the ballroom’s grand piano, and brief presentations from TYCA 
leaders. Photos were taken of people standing in front of the ice sculpture, none of which 
I can find today in my office, so you could ask Paul Bodmer if he has any photographs of 
the gala.  
 
 I do not know when TYCA will give another party like this inaugural gala. We 
wanted to announce our emergence, our birth, and we did! 
 
Mike Matthews 
 
Also, see the enclosed program and other documents.  


